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LHC, detectors and their magnets -> Higgs
H -> ZZ -> 4μ with m4μ= 124.6 GeV

14 TeV p-p LHC
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Options for increasing colliding energy
Energy = 0.3 x B x R
B: 1.8 x from NbTi to Nb3Sn
B: 2.4 x from NbTi to HTS
R: 4-5 x more magnets
• New 80-100 km tunnel
in Geneva area

≈ 15 T ⇒ 100 TeV in 100 km
≈ 20 T ⇒ 100 TeV in 80 km

LHC

• pp-collider (VHE-LHC)
defining the size
• Options for adding an
e+e collider (TLEP)
p-e collider (VLHeC)

100 TeV p-p FCC

• CERN-hosted study
with international
collaboration
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Outcome of LHC and finding new physics
Main outcome of LHC – Run 1 at 7-8 TeV:
• Standard Model consolidated and it work
beautifully…
• Standard Model completed with the Higgs
boson discovery (a 100 years effort!)
• No-evidence (yet) of new physics….
If new physics pops-up in LHC - Run 2 at 13-14 TeV,
then spectrum is heavy
• Need much more energy and luminosity to
explore
• Since a new machine from concept to collisions
takes easily 30 years we need to start now
This future 100 TeV pp collider is an extremely challenging project.
It is one of the few options for the future of this research.
We have the duty to explore the options……
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European Strategy update on Particle Physics
 High-priority large-scale scientific activities
 After careful analysis of many possible large-scale scientific activities
requiring significant resources, sizeable collaborations and sustained
commitment, the following four activities have been identified as carrying the
highest priority.
 d) To stay at the forefront of particle physics, Europe needs to be in a position
to propose an ambitious post-LHC accelerator project at CERN by the time of
the next Strategy update, when physics results from the LHC running at
14 TeV will be available.
 CERN should undertake design studies for accelerator projects in a global
context, with emphasis on proton-proton and electron-positron high energy
frontier machines. These design studies should be coupled to a vigorous
accelerator R&D programme, including high-field magnets and highgradient accelerating structures, in collaboration with national institutes,
laboratories and universities worldwide.
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It easily takes 30 years time……. start now

today

“CERN should undertake design studies for accelerator projects in a global
context, with emphasis on proton-proton and electron- positron highenergy frontier machines.”

Possible FCC

FCC Study : p-p towards 100 TeV
Kick-off meeting: mid-February 2014
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Design drivers for detector magnets
Bending power: 100 TeV, a 7 x higher collision energy than 14
Same tracking resolution
BL2 has to be increased by factor 7!
 In single solenoid: increase field up to 6 T
 In solenoid-toroid system: in solenoid around the ID, need a field/track
length combination of 3.5T/3m or 2T/4m,
and a toroid with ≈2 T and 1.5 x increase of tracking length.
Also need low-angle coverage in forward direction
 add a dipole or iron toroid for on-beam bending featuring some 10 Tm!
HCAL depth increase from 10 λ to 12 λ (iron) radial thickness some 3.0 m!
 Free bore of solenoid or toroid increases to 6 m and length accordingly.
ECAL to cover low angles, move out, from 5 to 15 m, system gets longer.
 Higher magnetic field, larger bore, longer system. 3 options analyzed.
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Option 1: Solenoid-Yoke + Dipoles (CMS inspired)

 Solenoid: 10-12 m diameter, 5-6 T, 23 m long
+ massive Iron yoke for flux shielding and muon tagging.
 Dipoles: 10 Tm with return yoke placed at z≈18 m.
Practically no coupling between dipoles and solenoid.
They can be designed independently at first.
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Option 1: Solenoid in Yoke + Dipoles

6 T in a 12 m bore, 23 m long, 28 m outer diameter.
 Stored energy 54 GJ, 6.3 T peak field.
 Yoke: 6.3 m thick iron needed to have 10 mT line at 22 m , 15 m3,
mass ≈120,000 ton (>250 M€ raw material).
 Huge mass, serious consequences for cavern floor, installation, opening closing system, bulky, not an elegant design.
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Option 1: Solenoid-Yoke + Dipoles







2 dipoles generating ≈10 Tm.
Inclined racetrack coils in upper and bottom deck, square section.
2.2 T in the bore, some 5.6 T in the windings (can be further minimized).
0.2 GJ per coil.
Iron yoke to guide the field and shield the coils.
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Option 2: Twin Solenoid + Dipoles
shield coil
Space for
muon
tracking
chambers

Twin Solenoid: a 6 T, 12 m dia x 23 m long main solenoid + an active shielding coil
Important advantages:
 Nice Muon tracking space: area with 2 to 3 T for muon tracking in 4-5 layers.
 Very light: 2 coils + structures, ≈ 5 kt, only ≈ 4% of the option with iron yoke!
 Much smaller: system outer diameter is significantly less than with iron .
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Option 2: Twin Solenoid + Dipoles
Example:
 Main solenoid:
6.0 T in 12 m bore, 12 m long,
6.3 T peak field, 10 A/mm2
 Shielding solenoid:
≈ 3 T in 3.5 m gap
22 m bore, 28 m long, 10 A/mm2
 Mass:
≈2 kt main coil, ≈1.8 kt shield coil
in total with supporting
structures some 4-5 kt only!
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Option 2: Twin Solenoid + Dipoles

 Nice gap for muon tracking: 3.5 m gap with 3 T (local ≈10 Tm or ≈35 Tm2).
 Shielding: 5 mT line at 34 m from center.
 Field in gap can be tweaked by splitting or adding coils, many options.
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Option 3: Toroids + Solenoid + Dipoles (ATLAS +)

Barrel Toroid
EndCap
Toroid

EndCap
Toroid

dipole






solenoid

dipole

1 Air core Barrel Toroid with 7 x muon bending power BzL2.
2 End Cap Toroids to cover medium angle forward direction.
2 Dipoles to cover low-angle forward direction.
Overall dimensions: 30 m diameter x 51 m length (36,000 m3).
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Option 3: Toroids + Solenoid + Dipoles

 10 coils in Barrel Toroid and 2 x 10 coils in End Cap Toroids.
 Peak field on the conductor ≈6.5 T for 16 Tm and ≈8 T for 20 Tm, to be
minimized by locally reshaping the coil or reduction of current density.
 Can still be done with NbTi technology (to limit cost)!
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Option 3: Toroids + Solenoid + Dipoles

 3.5 T in central solenoid, 2 T - 10 Tm in dipoles and ≈1.7 T in toroid.
 55 GJ stored energy (for 16 Tm; 130 Tm2)!
 0.6 GJ in Solenoid , 0.9 GJ in 2 Dipoles, 2x2.1 GJ in the two End Cap
Toroids, and 47.5 GJ in the Barrel Toroid.
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Option 3: Toroid + Solenoid + Dipoles

 2 T, 10 Tm cylindrical dipole with iron yoke allowing a cylindrical
calorimeter.
 Inclined set of saddle coils.
 ≈ 5.5 T peak magnetic field.
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Superconductors - change of technology
 Peak magnetic field of 7 to 8 T implies high winding stress and a low
temperature margin,
just in reach of NbTi provided correctly cooled.
 Classical Ni doped Al-stabilized NbTi
Rutherford cable may be used for the “small”
3.5 T, 4 m bore solenoid requiring high
transparency.
 All other coils require highstrength materials and direct
cooling of the superconductor,
asking for use of cable-inconduit type of conductor.
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Sizes - Stored Energy - Protection
Sizes: 12m bore, 30m diameter, 30 to 50m length.
 Looks gigantic but similar sized magnets are
being made these days (ITER PF coils, 26m).
 Production on site, in smaller modules, but very
well possible.
Stored Energy: in 50 to 100 GJ range
 High values but doable.
 Combination of energy extraction and dump in
cold mass, controlled by a redundant, fail-safe
quench protection system.
There are no principle technical problems
impeding the constructing of these magnets.
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Summary of options
Three options for detector magnets probing 100 TeV p-p collisions
• Option 1: Single 6 T Solenoid + 2 Dipoles + 120 kt yoke.
• Option 2: Twin Solenoid, 6 T Solenoid + 3 T Shielding coil,
good for muon tracking +2 external 2T dipoles;
≈65 GJ stored energy, mass 4-5 kt.
• Option 3: 3.5T Solenoid + Toroids + 2 internal 2T Dipoles,
≈54 GJ stored energy, mass 4-5 kt.
Option 1, a no-go design.
Options 2 and 3, are analyzed in more details to assess specific
advantages of both designs for physics performance as well as
feasibility of construction and margins for operation.
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Twin Solenoid principle explained
 The net magnetic field is the vector summation of the magnetic fields
of the inner coil and the outer shielding coil.
 Consider the magnetic fields of the inner coil and the outer coil
separately and then add them to see the net effect.
- 0.8 T
+ 8.3 T

Inner, main, coil only,
making +8.3 T in bore
and -0.8 T in the gap
when charged alone!
Peak field 8.6 T
Stored energy 92 GJ

- 2.4 T

+

+

- 2.3 T

Outer, shield coil only,
making -2.3 T in bore
and -2.4T in the gap
when charged alone!
Peak field 2.9 T
Stored energy 27 GJ

- 3.2 T

=

=

+ 6.0T

Twin solenoid,
making + 6.0 T in bore
and -3.2 T in the gap
when charged together!
Peak field 6.3 T
Stored energy 65 GJ
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Twin Solenoid: inner + outer coil energized






Inner and outer coil anti-series connected.
Main field is 6 T, magnetic field in the gap is some 3 T.
Peak field is 6.3 T in the end section of the windings in the main coil.
The superconductor, forces, strain needs to be designed for this 6.3 T,
like in the solenoid in the case of solenoid + yoke.
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Twin Solenoid: B-axial component

 B-axial = +6.0 T in main bore and -3.2 T in the gap
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Twin Solenoid field in main coil and gap
 6 T in main coil, 2-4 T in gap depending on gap size
 ≈2 T in a 6 m gap and ≈ 4T in 3 m gap
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Shielding effect of twin solenoid
 5 mT line roughly at 22-24m from center
 0.5 mT (pace maker limit) at roughly 30-40 m from center
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Conclusion and further work
 Conceptual design study for a
Future Circular Collider has started.
 A first look at 3 options for detector magnets
probing 100 TeV p-p collisions.
 The magnet dimensions grow with the collision energy.
 The magnets are “huge”: 20-30m diameter, 30-50m long, 60-80 GJ.
 The single solenoid + full iron yoke option is hardly feasible.
 In stead, the twin solenoid concept has nice features: light, elegant,
effective, and allowing muon tracking in the intervening space.
 Twin Solenoid option further explored for 3 to 6 m gaps sizes.
 Work in progress: toroid and twin solenoid designs are further
detailed and their conceptual design completed by 2018.
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